CONDIMENTS!

A1 or HP Sauces are types of __ sauces that are great on steaks.
This type of oil is often infused with various herbs and spices.
The main ingredients in __ are basil and pine nuts.
__ is tomato based, but the amount and type of peppers vary.
Fish __ usually only has raw or dried fish and salt in it.
__ salad dressing was first made in Mexico, not Italy.
This brand of salt has a little girl with an umbrella on it.
A __ is made with pickled or cooked fruits or vegetables.
__ sauce goes well with fish and chips.
Good on hot dogs, french fries and even eggs, or so some say.
This yellow condiment comes from ground seeds.
Eggs, beets, peppers and onions can all be __.
This type of vinegar is made from grapes and aged at least 12 years.
These sauces can vary regionally - sweet, spicy, or smoky.
__ sauce can be eaten with shrimp, prawns or oysters.
Wasabi is a __ condiment.
This is fermented sauce from soy beans popular in Asian cuisine.
This bright red sauce comes in a bottle with a green top.
Vegemite is a paste made from yeast extract popular in __.
Sweet, bread and butter, and dill pickles all start as __.
Kimchi is Korea's national dish made of __ vegetables.
Mix avocado, salt, lemon juice, onion and jalapenos to make __.
__ has been making Tabasco sauce since 1868.
It has been said __ vinegar can help in weight loss.
Ranch or __ dressing goes great with hot wings.
__ is a well-known type of Dijon mustard.
__ is made with oil, egg yolk, and vinegar or lemon juice.
This is made with mayonnaise and a grated root of the same name.
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